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Reliable systematic review of low-
carbohydrate diets shows similar 
weight-loss effects compared with 
balanced diets and no cardiovascular 
risk benefits: Response to methodo-
logical criticisms
To the Editor: Harcombe and Noakes[1] have raised some concerns 
about our systematic review[2] with questions about the protocol, data 
extraction and statistical analyses, and the findings. 
We started our review by writing a protocol, and defining the 
question, eligibility criteria and subgroups.[2] This is standard 
evidence synthesis practice to avoid post-hoc alterations that can 
create bias. As there are numerous definitions of low-carbohydrate 
diets, we defined our dietary eligibility criteria by drawing on online 
advocacy information,[3-6] our structured summary of 50 existing 
systematic reviews,[2] and national macronutrient recommendations 
(Australia, USA, Nordic countries, Europe).[7-11] We stated clearly in 
the paper that we did not intend to investigate macronutrient quality, 
such as dietary saturated fat content. The subgroups intended were 
predefined, as protocols should differentiate qualitatively different 
interventions to help data interpretation and to explore heterogeneity 
in meta-analysis.[12] Harcombe and Noakes[1] note that one included 
trial was a duplicate of another trial already included. As the 
publications did not reference each other, we have subsequently 
notified the journal editors of this duplication, and have also carried 
out a sensitivity analysis excluding the duplicate. This made no 
material difference to the effect estimate. 
Harcombe and Noakes[1] criticise various specifics in our data 
extraction and their comments suggest they did not refer to our 
protocol, and show lack of understanding of current methods 
in evidence synthesis. We used data from intention-to-treat 
analyses (and only if not reported, we used data from per-protocol 
analyses), and did not report values the wrong way around. Data 
in the De Luis trials[13,14] can be meta-analysed – there is no 
problem with combining change and end values in a meta-analysis 
of randomised controlled trials.[12] Harcombe and Noakes’[1] use 
of standardised mean difference (SMD) is inappropriate as all 
trials reported weight in the same unit (kilograms). SMDs are 
functionally unclear and the meaning of differences and measures 
of variance have limited interpretability.[15] Harcombe and Noakes[1] 
use the SMD and various post-hoc adjustments to produce a meta-
analysis, at an unspecified time point, on one outcome. They then 
use statistical significance to claim that low-carbohydrate diets 
produce greater weight loss. Concluding material benefit based 
on statistical tests of significance with clinically unimportant 
effects, rather than on the size of the effect, is a common mistake. 
Our results show that the estimated average weight loss after 3 - 
6 months in overweight and obese non-diabetics in 13 individual 
trials ranged from a loss of 2.65 - 10.20 kg in people randomised 
to low-carbohydrate diets, and ranged from a loss of 2.65 - 9.40 kg 
with isoenergetic balanced diets. After 3 - 6 months, the average 
difference in weight loss between the dietary groups was 780 g 
(adjusted from 740 g in our PLoS One[2] article following exclusion 
of the duplicate publication), a clinically unimportant difference,[16] 
as was the average difference of 480 g after 1 - 2 years. Harcombe 
and Noakes[1] do not provide clear methods, rationale and time 
points for their partial re-analysis. 
We welcome scrutiny and comments. Having considered these 
carefully, we stand by our analysis and results. We also report that in 
overweight and obese adults randomised to low-carbohydrate diets 
or iso-energetic balanced diets, there is probably little or no clinically 
important difference in average changes in cardiovascular risk factors 
for up to 2 years.[2] 
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